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First Opinion: Being an Activist and a Mature Reader
Cousteau, Philipp, and Deborah Hopkinson. Follow the Moon Home.
Illustrated by Meilo So. Chronicle, 2016.
Rong Zhang

Follow the Moon Home is a non-fiction picture book written by Philippe Cousteau and Deborah Hopkinson, and illustrated by Meilo So. It tells a story of a group of children who start a
campaign to help baby loggerhead turtles find their way to the sea by asking the neighborhood to turn off lights during hatching season. When first “meeting” this book, I was inspired
by what the children did in the story. “That’s the power to change the world,” I thought, “and
everyone has that power.”
Follow the Moon Home successfully combines the themes of protecting the environment
and being an activist. On one hand, since Philippe Cousteau is an environmental advocate
engaged in educating the public on environmental issues, he introduces knowledge about
turtles and hatching season in the book. On the other hand, as he is also an activist, he teaches
young readers how to plan and take action as to solve problems. At the beginning of the story,
the teacher, Mr. J., is seen teaching his students—one of whom is Vivienne—how to be an
activist as well as guiding them through the five steps of solving a problem. These steps correspond to the process of the campaign: identify, plan, take action, tell the story and reflect.
In addition to activism, another theme addressed in this book is community. The success
of their students’ campaign not only belongs to Vivienne, the main character, but to the whole
class, neighborhood and community. Teachers, scholars, editor and news reporters are all
involved in each stage of the campaign. Through her conversation with Clementine, Vivienne
learned about the problem; through heated discussion with classmates, they made a campaign
plan; through communication with neighbors, turtle enthusiasts and news reporters, they put
the plan into practice. On almost every page of the book, there are always people around Vivi-
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enne, giving readers a sense of community. The authors want children to learn that people in
a community can serve both as a medium of support and resources as to meet challenges.
Although this book is based on a true story, the illustrator Meilo So chooses pencil drawings rather than photos. She uses watercolor to illustrate the darkness of the beach and the
brightness of each stage of the campaign. One of the benefits of watercolor painting is that
it blurs the boundary between the story and readers so that readers can feel an “authentic”
connection to the story. Photos may make readers feel alienated from the story. By creating
a story-like atmosphere, readers could also imagine themselves as turtles: how do the turtles
feel when they have to finds their way home in the darkness? Will the turtles feel desperate
when they cannot figure out that they are going the wrong way and may never reach home?
Empathy helps the readers express their worries and concerns towards the baby turtles as well
as the environment. It increases the sense of participation and emotions, bridging the gap
between the reader and the author. (Terrusi 8)
Follow the Moon Home also uses special type of text designs to help the reader focus. First,
key words are bolded and colored in the text of each page. Sometimes the key words are about
Vivienne’s inner thoughts and at other times they are conversations. Each time the bolded or
enlarged words highlight the main idea of the page and prompt emphasis by those reading
the book aloud. Second, there are many intraiconic texts in this book (Sipe 353) Intraiconic
texts is text found within signs or illustrations. For example, the sign on the beach says, “Loggerhead turtles nesting area, do not disturb.” In Follow the Moon Home, these intraiconic texts
provide scientific knowledge, such as, the three “DOs” to protect turtles. These special texts
also help readers imagine the scene, making them feel as if they are in the story. For example,
when readers encounter the words on the flyers that Vivian and her friends are distributing,
“LIGHTS OUT FOR LOGGERHEADS” they are drawn into the action. The intraiconic texts can at
times be more powerful than descriptive texts because they are more like clues for readers to
explore and to understand the story.
Cousteau and Hopkins arouse young readers’ will to protect the environment and to be
activists. They also provide opportunities for them to grow as readers with the help of images
and text features. Follow the Moon Home is both a beautiful aesthetic experience and an inspiring, informative picture book that encourages young readers to become activists, mature
readers, and scientific world explorers.
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